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A GOLDEN SMILE

Darian, and his reward for years of
focus and hard work. 'Good on Ya' as
the Kiwis say.

The rings on the wall may well be hollow
but that's a solid gold medal in his hand.

Here's to Beijing in 2008, we're all right
behind, you, becoz we certainly can't
keep up with you.
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GOING FOR GOLD

Congratulations arethe orderof the dayforthe Townsend family of Pieter-
maritzburg. Ted Townsend, who anybody worth their salt in the security industry
in KZN will know, is regional manager of Chubb lntegrated Systems.

However, what many may not be aware of is that Ted is the proud father of Darian
Townsend, a member of that world record breaking South African Olympic
swimming team that captured Gold at the Athens Olympics. Now that's really
'Going for Gold' and l'm sure you will alljoin us in extending our congratulations
to Darian on his magnificent achievement and also in congratulating Ted and Rita
on producing this super athlete. All of us in the 'last outpost' are glowing in your
reflected glory.

A further congratulations also goes to Ted on a golden achievement of his own.
Ted landed the very prestigious Zimbali Estate perimeter security fence contract
at Balito. This combination of electric and conventional fence will make the
breaching of it a nasty challenge to any would be intruder as a shocking experience
awaits them.

W'IIAT ELSE IS NETT

. NEW Universal Relay Module (URM)

. NEW Stafix energiser range

. NEW Access control range

. NEW Solid Zinc Line Clamps

. NEW Fence warning sign

. NEW Premises in Cape Town
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THE IINTVERSAI RE LAY MODULE

The universal relay module (URM) has been built for
EMU Premium units used on electric security fences.

The product consists of a combination of relays that,

once plugged into the EMU circuitry, add a number

of control, programming, and monitoring options.

Applications:-
The URM is designed for general interfacing
applications. lt operates from 12 volt DC and includes
provision for a key switch to isolate sector attachments.
. Use the 'Armed' status from an EMU to activate

additional units or other alarm equipment.
. Use the 'Fence' and 'Gate' alarm signals to activate

separate alarm devices or teledialler inputs. Fence

and gate alarms can then be detected individually

by other equipment.
. Use the 'Power' status signal to activate a separate

warning device or teledialer input. A mains power

loss, or fault condition, can then be detected by

other equipment.
. Use a single key switch or keypad to arm or disarm

multiple EMU's. This is usefulfor controlling a multi

sector fence powered by a number of EMU's. A

URM output set to 'Armed' mode on one EMU unit

is used to activate the Key input of all other units.
. The URM outputs can be used as alarm or control

(e.9. to arm/disarm) signals for security access

control or surveillance systems, remote monitoring

(e.9. via telephone network or dedicated radio

system) or a mimic panel.

The URM is available in two forms :-
. As an accessory to upgrade an existing Premium
. As a complete EMU with URM factory fitted.
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CARRY BOX

Available in two models
. CB1 ,2- A 1.2 joule
. CB 2.3 - A 2.3 joule

Features :-

10,500 volts
2-year warranty
Rugged case
Weatherproof case
Pulse lights
LED feedback
Light sensor battery manager
Pulse light voltage performance

These self-contained energisers are very popular
around the world and should prove especially popular

in the equestrian and dairy markets.

Available in South Africa from December 2004
ldeal Christmas gift for Farmer Giles.

ENERGISERS

COMPRE SSION GATE IIANDLE
AND SPRING

Agtung! Agtung!
Ve haff good news und ve haff even better news!
From now on we will be selling only one model of
gate handle, the strong compression type.
und ze even better news is lt will be sold at the same
price as the old cheaper standard gate-break. What's
more it will be available in a variety of colours.

Large diameter, highly visible, gate-way springs
are now also manufactured locally. Available
galvanised or in a white powder coat.

,SIR GALAIIAD'
STAINLESS STEEL GATE STATION

AND INTERCOM PROTECTOR

Our recently released 'Sir Galahad' range of highly
polished stainless steel entrance-gate intercom guards

are making a visable impact in the coastal market.
The strong visa type face plates can be easily mounted

onto our smoothly bent, stainless steel, support pole.

So protect your gate station from the 'dark night'
intruder with a 'Sir Galahad' intercom guard.

ACCESS CONTROL

At last! Simple, affordable, and idiot proof access

control equipment for beginners. We are now able to

offer you, at entry level, the STAFIX DorAble controller
and reader in one from SensAble Sensors:
The 12V AC / DC DorAble can handle up to 30 users,

including two masters. lt has a pulsed three second

relay, N/O and N/C closed relays and latched (ON /
OFF relay) An ISO card and key ring tag is supplied.

For the more technical installer SensAble sensors

also produce more sophisticated multi feature door

controllers reading up to a thousand readers.



SOLID ZINC LINE CIAMP

Did you know that the electrolytic process, over time,
actually strips the zinc oII a line clamp?

This is not a Riply's 'Believe it or Not' question, it's a
fact. This is one of the reasons why the thinly coated
electro-plated line clamps start rusting so soon. lt
takes longer with a hot dipped line clamp but inevitably
they too will also succumb to the forces of nature and
rust. So what it the answer to this conundrum?

THE SIMPLE ANSWER IS :

AN AFFORDABLE, EASY TO USE, SOLID ZINC
LINE CLAMP NOW'MADE IN SOUTH AFRICA'.
lf seeing the price was a pleasant surprise, then using
them will be an even a greater pleasure.
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WIRE AND POLES FOR AFRICA
(sABS APPROVED)

To make your one-stop-shop just that much more
convenient, we now provide a full range of fence-
wire products and poles The products supplied are
SABS approved, and we have certificates to back our
claims.

BEWARE!
Wire with paint marks daubed on it!!! SABS wire may
not be contaminated with paint. Feel a real prick -
grab our Motto, lowa or Drakensburg barb wire.

I\-E\T FENCE W'ARMNG SIGN
(DOLTBLE CLIP - TOPAND BOTTOI{)

SIGNS CAN BE CUSTOM PRINTED WITH YOUR
COMPANY NAME IF TAKEN IN BATCHES OF 1OO.

TE RN{INOLOGICAI INEXACTITUDE S
ELTTTING THE RECORD STRAIGHT)

Did you know a that British parliamentarian is not allowed
to call another member of the house a liar. Now that's
quite a restriction. Have you ever met a politician that
doesn't stretch the truth? So, to overcome this restriction,
Winston Churchill once accused a fellow parliamentarian
of uttering'terminological inexactitudes'.

What's all this got to do electric fencing? Good question.
The answer is simply that we have recently been the
subject of some 'terminological inexactitudes' and we
would like to set the record straight.

lnexactitudes that have been circulating in the market
place are that Trutest Ltd., and their S.A. distributor,
Ndlovu Fencing (Pty.) Ltd,, are in the process of being
taken over by Gallagher N.Z. and that there's no point
purchasing from us as we will soon all be one. Simply
not true! Especially the latter part.

Trutest Ltd. is an unlisted public company and anyone
can hold shares in it. A bit like holding some shares in
Anglo American and thinking you own it. Yes, Gallagher
do hold some shares in Trutest - and the way Trutest's
shares have increased in value recently it's probably one
of the better investments they've made of late - but this
in no way gives Gallagher access to the day to day
running or decision making with-in Trutest.

Should you require verification that we ourselves are not
making any'terminological inexactitudes' we have copies
of an announcement made by the New Zealand Commerce
Commission rejecting Gallagher's attempt to acquire
further shares in Trutest and we'd be glad to give you a
copy. A nice try. Can you imagine the price hikes in the
resulting monopoly if the government allowed this.

FIVE IOULE MAXIMITM OUTPUT!
(Tmtest "uJ G"ll"gker join Lor.r.J. to oppose Et.top.rns)

You may, or you may not have heard, that the EU, or more
specifically France backed by other EU countries, is trying
to slash the allowable power output of electric fence
energisers. New Zealand, Australia, and the RSA, the Tri-
nations rivals, will be putting up a united front to oppose
this proposal. The economic implications of this proposal
are horrific - can you imagine how many energisers an
average South African game farm will require
While the Southern hemisphere countries may not accept
these proposals, the European countries may use the
new standards, if adopted, as trade barriers against them.

NEw. COMPI]TER SYSTEM

Our new, upgraded, computer hardware and software systems

are up and running. As with all new systems the lT boffins
had afewteething problems. We apologize to those customers

on whom the computer picked, it was nothing personal I

assure you.

What the new system has achieved is that Durban and Gauteng

are now permanently linked. This means that there is no

duplication of tasks, such as invoicing, which means quicker

service and no more mistakes, no more mistakes, no more

mistakes, no more.... we hope!

OBITUARY

It is with deep regret that we announce the death of a
foundation member of our Gauteng staff, Contract Masiku.
Contract starled with us back at Malcolm Moodie Street.
He was always cheerful, even in extreme adversity, and
his presence will be missed by all who knew him.
Our condolences go out to his family in White River and
to his brother Chris at our Nelspruit branch.



EARTHING

It's that time of year again when you start receiving those phone
calls from disgruntled customers complaining that their energisers
are not shocking like they used to. The reason is simple: the
ground has dried out and their just adequate earth is now no
longer adequate.

Jack up the earthing system
In some areas you may even have to install a sodium bentonite
earth system. For those who have forgotten what a sodium
bentonite earth system comprises of, here's a reminder:

4 Kgs of Sodium Bentonite
2 Kgs of Salt (NaCI)

Mix the two into a slurry with water and pour it around a stainless
steel earth stake that has been inserted into a pre-augured hole.
(Stainless steel is neccessary because the mixture is corrosive).

TRAINING

With the clock ticking down to the introduction of the new
legislation pertaining to electric fencing, one ofthe clauses that
comes across skongly in the new legislation, is the need, in fact
absolute prerequisite. for train ing.

We have training facilities at most of our branches as we have
always regardedtraining provision as a very important service
to our customers, and we are continuously updating and improving
our courses and materials. We have now added a dedicated
Training Officer and Skills Facilitator to our staff component
in order to ensure that we can meet all required training needs
for customers and staff.

----\ (You be the judge.)
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* " _--r' question, "Which is befter,'*,."- a porcelain or a GFT (DM)

PORCELAIIII vs,
GFTINSUI,'TORS

insulator?"As we marketboth, here is our, hopefully,
unbiased assessment of these products - then you be the judge
for your application.
Let us begin with a bit of background
electric fencing started catching on

. Back in the 70's, when
in S.A., the choice was

simple: it was between porcelain or plastic. Porcelain, where
fire was a problem, plastic anywhere else. Then along came
sanctions and one could no longer import porcelain and locally
produced porcelain was simply too expensive. This led to
experimentation with Dough Moulding Compounds (Dtt[1 or,
more technically correct, Glass Reinforced Polyester Resins.
Eurika! It worked. It insulated well, it was fire resistant, and it
was strong. And so was born the GFT or DM insulator range,
(The name GFT is, in itself, a full story but basically it is just
a trade name.)
So why was porcelain reintroduced? After sanctions were lifted
some customers demanded the product and, as the customer is
king, we again started importing.
What then are the pros and cons of these products? Firstly
Porcelain. Quality porcelain is a very good insulator, which is
why TELCOM and ESCOM use it on their installations. It is
absolutely fire proof, and its surface is very smooth which means
that dust washes off it easily after the dry season leaving it
looking like new. Porcelain insulators come with a ten-year
v/arranty against poor workmanship and degradation and they
are currently cheaper than GFT.
On the other hand, porcelain is more fragile than the glass
reinforced polyester insulator which means it must be handled
more carefully. It does not take kindly to being forced apart in
offset brackets with too thick a wire or to being dropped or belted
with a steel rod! Porcelain is also vulnerable to sand blasting
and this can be a problem in an area such as Namibia. Dough
moulded (GFT) insulators on the other hand are tough and they
are fire resistant. They are not fire proof. They contain a compound
that extinguishes the flame if they ignite. GFT will however
withstand most grass/bush fires. When new, a GFT insulator's
surface is smooth and it will clean up well, but in time it becomes
rougher and the fibers may protrude. The surface then starts to
retain dirt and, in damper areas, moisture and mould.
In both cases the standard of manufacture is important. Low
quality porcelain will absorb water and this will affect the
strength and insulating properties of the insulator. Poorly
compressed dough will result in a GFT insulator that will
degenerate quicker. We market both types of insulators and
reputable manufacturers who produce top quality products
produce both types. After all, it's our heads that are on the block
ifthere are any comebacks, so take care and choose the right
horse for your course.

BEWARE OF FALSE
PROPHETSPROFITS &

STA'TVLESS S'EE[ WIRE

Beware offalse prophets that could lead youto false profits!
We refer here to imported wire that is being touted locally on
the SA market as grade 316 steel wire which in fact is only grade
304 wire. S,{s premier suppliers of stainless steel wire have had
samples of imported stainless steel wire laboratory tested and
they have certified test results to prove that this wire is in fact
only 304. If it's cheap, there is always a reason. The truth is
some exporters have no compunction about changing a label
and here we very definitely have a case of all that glitters
is not 316 stainless steel. You have been warned!Artist's impression of new Yanderbijlpark factory.



4 sEcucELL ilPAND PRoDUcr RANGE,v
The portable unit is a complete unit with a SC-2 unit,
passive infra-red eye, and remote receiver. This unit is
designed to monitor one room in a building. When
someone enters the room the PIR triggers the SC-S and
a missed call is sent to the owner. The unit can also
monitor power failures. When you phone the unit you
will be able to hear what is happening in the room where
the unit is placed. Ideal forbeach cottages.

As those of you who have
already tried the
SECUCELL SC-2 know,
this economical and easy to
install security monitoring
system has proved to be the
answer for transmittin g alarm
signals to distant receivers.
In fact the SECUCELL SC-2
will alert you anywhere in
the world - just as long as

you have your cell phone
with you and you can receive
a signal. Working on the
principle of transmitting and
receiving'missed calls,' the
SECUCELL SC-2 has
proved itself to be a highly
efficient security tool. Now
the company has expanded
its range to include some
exciting new innovations:

This system is a combination of SC-2 with a complete
12 volt power supply, mounted in a weatherproof
enclosure. The battery back-up will last for a week if the
power fails. The first trigger on the SC-2 is pre-wired
with an AC relay to monitor AC power supply and the
second is wired to an NC loop configuration and can be
used to monitor other security breaches such as cable
theft. Any triggering will transmit a missed call to your
cell phone so make sure you have your phone on you at
all times.

The SC-2 is designed to monitor a dual alarm system and
the SC-4 a 4 input alarm system. The most common
application for these units is in the home or at a business.
The SC-2 gives a'missed callo as one alert and sends an

SMS to the user as another alert while the SC-4 can give
2 calls and 2 SMS's. These units are ideal for monitoring
power failures or for remotely switching on and off
electrical devices e.g. gates & pumps.

This is one of the smallest and simplest 4-zone alarm
panels on the market. It was designed basically to monitor
infra-red beams for perimeter alarm conditions.
It can also be used to monitor any type of alarm condition.
The panel uses 12 volt power and can drive arry 12Yll5W
siren or btzzer.It is also compatible with the SC-2 unit
to inform the user of any alarm condition. Contact your
local Stafix branch for a CD giving you full information
on the entire Secucell range.
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When tackling a job that may require

pop-riveting nail-on insulators onto

steel or concrete posts we shongly
recommend that you use the H.D.
(heavy duty) nail-on insulator. Will
cost slightly more in the short term.

Will cost a lot less in the long term.

No more delays / no more lost in transit.
NOW MADE IN S.A.
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HATCHES, MATGHES & DISPATCHES
Ilatches In our last news letter we congratulated Martha, Shaun and Heidi, and Glenton and
Tamlyn on the announcement of impending additions to their families. Well, it was a close
race which Martha Mashana of our Pretoria branch won with the arrival of Sihle on the

2 March. Next to calve down was Heidi Williamson with Makayla on the 3 May closely
followed by Tamlyn with Brogan on the 15 May seen here with gran, great-
gran & great, great gran - quite a record. And who says they don't breed
them tough any more? Just two weeks after having given birth Heidi was
back in the saddle making sure statements were out in time. (There's no
need to report her for child abuse - Mikayla was hung on the chair by her
doting father just long enough to take the pic!) We are pleased to announce

that all new arrivals are doing well and we extend our congratulations to
all the proud new parents.

Matches Congratulations to Jono Bellingan and Natalie on tying the knot.
Jono, Glenton's side kick in Pinetown, held his reception at the Blue Waters
hotel on the Durban beach front. The happy couple had their wedding pictures
taken on the beach in front of the hotel. Next day the beach was gone -
devastated by the recent exceptionally high tides experienced along the KA
coast.
Despatches Yet again we say goodbye to our current price list. This is now
such a common event that its not even worth commenting on other than to
say that with some suppliers arbitrarily changing their prices on a monthly
basis we are unable to give the thirty day warning we would like to give to

our customers so please take
care when contemplating a

big quote or tender to check
your prices. R.I.P. up your
old price lists.

ROYAL SHOW DOUBLE
2007 Royal Show saw Ndlovu walking away with two Gold Medals - one
for stand display, and one for their sponsored show jumper - 'Lethario Lad'
ridden by Dominey Alexander who won the
prestigious 2007 130 Open Jumping Champion-
ship. Well done lads.

,Dominey Alexander on Stafix-sponsored Lethario Lad Royal Show I30
' 2007 Open Champion

IT'S TOUGH AT THE TOP
Carl Quist, of Nation Wide Securify Systems, our distributor based in/
Accra, Ghana, on top of the world in Africa's highest pub - the Sani\
Top Chalet in Lesotho. Carl Quist, who recently visited Ndlor,u Fencing
on an 'up-date' mission, has just completed a prestigious security
installation around former Security General of the United Nations, Mr.
Kofi Annan's residence in Accra.

WELGOME TO OUR NEW STAFF
Awarm welcome to the following staffmembers who have come on board the Ndlovr.r/Stafix ship this year: Hailen Blom, Thomas

Msomi, Lenny Pillay (Pinetown); Natalie del Hoyo, David Imrie, Don Mynhardt, (Jet Park); Amelia Grannum (Nelspruit);
Jafta Morena (Pretoria) Conrad Munnik (Polokwane).

TAIL PIEGE
Something for those budding philosophers amongst us: If man evolved from the monkeys and apes, why then do we still have

monkeys and apes? . if the police arrest a mime do they tell him he has the right to remain silent? . If you try to fail and succeed,

which have you done? . Do infants enjoy infancy as much as adults enjoy adultery? . If one synchronized swimmer drowns, do

the rest drown too? .Why are piles called Haemorrhoids instead of Assteroids? 'And finally..Don't sweat the petty things and

don't pet the sweaty things!l


